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Meet the percussion family

Get to know the instruments: The percussion family The percussion family is perhaps the most diverse family of instruments. Almost anything you can hit, tap, or shake can be considered a percussion instrument. The most common percussion instruments of the orchestra are drums, marimba, xylopphone, small plates and snare drum. The drums, also called
kettle drums, are made up of 4 tuned drums that play different plots that are changed with a pedal under the drum. The marimba and xylopphone are a set of tuned blocks of wood or metal that are hit with mallets. The small plates crash together or are hit with a mace, and the snare drum is hit with drum sticks. Additional auxiliary instruments are used for
additional sound effects. Triangle, bells, vibraslap, tambourin and bass drum are some examples of auxiliary instruments. Click here to listen to different percussion instruments for Classics for Kids. Which one do you like the most? Be creative! Learning Lift Off has instructions for 6 Do-It-Yourself Instruments and Felt Magnet has 52 homemade musical
instruments! Be sure to send us a photo if you do one! Play with this electric drum machine Musicca.com as the different instruments in a drum sound! Click here to pretend that you are a one-man band by adding your own instrument combinations in this fun activity of Jr. BrainPOP! Learn more about the Percussion Family of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
here! Did you like this free blog post? Think about making a contribution to the Columbia Orchestra here! We appreciate your support! The percussion family consists of instruments where the instrument produces sound when hit by the player. Percussion provides the rhythm for the band, and help keep the band together. For this reason, percussion is very
important. The percussion family is made of drums, keyboards and auxiliary instruments. Drums are instruments that feature a head that is hit by a drum cane, mallet, or hand. These include the snare drum, bass drum, drums, hand drums like bongos, and many others. Keyboard instruments are instruments that feature a set of tuned keys that are toned with
a mace to produce a desired note. Keys are set to the same pattern as on a piano. Keyboard instruments include xylopphone, marimba, vibraphone, glockenspiel, and many others. Auxiliary percussion instruments are any instrument that is hit to produce sound other than a drum or keyboard. This includes cymbals, triangle, wooden block, and various other
instruments. Some examples of the instruments are shown below. A percussionist, who plays percussion instruments, to play all the different percussion instruments. Drums From left to right: Timpani, bass drum, snare drums courtesy of usa.yamaha.comKeyboards Left to right: Xylophone, Vibraphone, Chimesphotos Chimesphotos
usa.yamaha.comAuxiliaryLear Left to right: Top: chimes, cabasa, triangle, gong Bottom: crash cymbal, cowbellphotos courtesy of wwbw.comHere is an example of what some of the percussion instruments sound like as our beginner class is designed to focus on the practice pad (for a global drum technique) and keyboard instruction. Students are also
introduced to drums, other drums such as bass drum and tomes, as well as accessories such as triangle and tambourin. Beyond 6th grade, students reinforce their understanding as a percussionist through an ensemble class. Private lessons: Due to the extremely detailed nature of percussion and the need to learn more than one instrument, percussionists
are required to take private weekly lessons with the private percussion instructor at Westbrook. Percussion is time-intensive. Students who participate in private lessons experience less frustration and statistically are more likely to continue their music education in high school. Percussionists must be physically coordinated with particularly good hand/eye
coordination and should be blessed with innate rhythm. Understanding fractions in mathematics is important for percussionists. Just because a child beats into the house stuff doesn't mean he or she will be a great drummer. Virtually every child banged on pots and pans and other household items. Coordination and a good sense of rhythm are inestimable for
the percussion student. A background in the piano is desirable, although it is not necessary. Percussionists learn both drums and keyboard instruments, such as xylopphone and marimba. Because of the popularity of this instrument choice, we need to audition candidates in order to limit class size. It wouldn't be much fun having to take turns sitting in class
waiting for a twist on the instruments. We prefer for children who already possess meaningful keyboard skills (piano); However, every year we have a couple of percussion students who still don't play the piano. In addition to drums and keyboards, percussionists must also learn to play crash cymbals, suspended dishes, bass drums, drums, triangle, concert
volumes, and many other smaller percussion instruments. Students who do not enjoy loud noises should avoid touching percussion. Beginners usually start on the battery technique, as this is what's new. Once the appropriate grip is set, they start playing the keyboards as well. Because most percussionists are pianists, the keyboard part of the class moves
very fast. NEW DATES TO ANNOUNCE! IMPORTANT INFORMATION BELOW:Attend the parents' 5th grade meeting on Tuesday, TBD at 6:30pm in the WBI Commons. This is when you for an interview time on our Instrument Selection Day. If you are unable to attend the meeting, meeting, Email Mrs. Maloy (jmaloy@ccisd.net)If you are interested in
percussion, attend the TBD percussion trips and Saturday, April 18th day of instrument selection. Students who do not take the percussion class will play their selection of instruments from April 18. Attend our Instrument Selection Day on Saturday, TBD from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Westbrook Intermediate. The directors will help you test the different instruments
to find the one that will fit you best! Just Beat It: Meet the Percussion Family The sounds of pounding sticks, drums and striped wood seem like a strange lace in a musical ensemble, but percussion instruments are integral to music, offering far more complexity and technique than the eyes. What are percussion instruments? Percussion instruments are
divided into percussion instruments produce sounds to be hit, scratched or shaken. Tuned instruments - Instruments that can be tuned to create notes of a certain tone (xylopphone, timpani, kalimba), and can also play melodies Add character to a piece while also keeping up the rhythm. Instruments without respite - Instruments that can only produce an
indefinite tone (triangle, Drums, gongs) Funny historical facts Orums made of crocodile skin have been found in Neolithic China, dating back to SS00-2350 B.C. Percussion instruments are believed to be the oldest musical instruments alongside the human voice and began with the simple applause of the hands or slaps of the chest and knees. Orums dating
back to 4000 have been found. C B. in Egypt. The xyrophone dates back to 2000 B.C. and has been documented in temple carages. Seen in Asia in the ninth century The triangle was in use in the fourteenth century. It reached Europe in the 16th century, as did the bass drums and small plates, dining triangles were a standard part of Turkish military bands
during the 18th century. V In the 19th century, the xylophone was commonly used thanks to the work of the Russian Xylophone virtuoso Michael Josef Gusikov. V In the 19th century, the Timpani introduced to Europe in the 1st century through the Ottoman Empire. triangle was used exclusively to add sound to a set. Used in the orchestra during the Baroque
period V It became an accessory during the classical era The snare drum was used to relay signals in the Swiss army in the 1400s. The Drum Circle Common percussion instruments: Bass drum Gong or Or Cymbals Snare drum or Timpani Tambourine or Triangle Glockenspiel or Xylophone Rattles or Or Castanets Bells or The Drum Kit A kit Standard
drummer includes: Two assembled tomes A cymbal ride One or two cymbals crash of hi-hat One snare drum One floor tom One kick drum How Percussion Instruments Produce Sound Percussion instruments can be divided into two groups: Although not stagnated, drums can be tuned to play different notes based on (diophone - The instrument itself is
made of a resonant material that vibrates to produce sound bells and gongs). The tightness of the drum (the narrower the drum, the higher the note) The size of the Membranophone drum - The instrument has a stretched membrane that vibrates to make sound (the bigger the drum, the lower the note) (e.g. drums). The sound amplified by the large, empty
body of the instrument. However, this tone is in relation to the drums of the same ensemble, not the instruments of an ensemble. Percussionists can also change the sound and volume of an instrument based on the type of blender used: For example, a smaller fom-tom will have a higher tone than a large tom-tom. Orum sticks brushes. The tone of the
smaller tom-tom is unrelated to the tone of a guitar in the band. •Wands Mallets • • Routes Keeping the Beat: Tips for Playing Percussion Instruments Learn to hold drumsticks, mallets, and other beaters correctly. WSILL inadequate grip cause pain and muscle tension and prevent you from playing to your full skills. Learn to play a variety of different
percussion instruments, not just on drums. Practise standard American rudiments 26, which will help you build dexterity and develop fluidity into common pole patterns. Practice with a metronome or click track. Learn basic music theory. Drummers may not have to deal with tone, but time signatures, note values, tempo and rhythm are universal. Play with
good posture to reduce tension and prevent injuries. Good posture checklist: V Seat: located at a height that provides enough space to move your knees up and down V Back: straight V Thighs: parallel to the Arms floor: as relaxed as possible-shouldn't be woven to overstep to reach any of the pieces of your drum kit Be aware of your breathing and breathe
evenly while playing. Practice with a recording to develop better timings and rhythms. If you are worried about bothering neighbors buy a practice pad. Invest in cushioning pads for your drum set. V Think about the soundproofing of the room. Have fun! Resources: learn to learn play drums, triangle, xyphone, and other percussion instruments with California
Music Stadios | californiamusicstudios.com californiamusicstudios.com
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